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We present fundamental tools to deal with the problem what types of spaces are countably- 
compact-Gable. In case of locally countably compact A&spxes we settle this problem com- 
pletely. This determines every M-space X, such that X iI8 locally countably compact but uX is 
not. Two new types of countabiy-compact-ifications are introduced and tilei: relations are 
studied. Our theory applies to prove that every closed rmage of a countabiy-l:ompact-ifiable 
M-space is countably-compact%abie. 
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0. Introduction 
The concept of countably-compact-ification was first introduced by IL Morita 
[17, 181 to study the embeddability of an M-space into the product of a ccuntablv 
compact space with a metric space, as a close4 aqlbset. In [13] we showed that 
M-spaces irk general fail to be countably-compact-if&Me? So the question which 
next comes to our attention is: What kind of spaces are countably-compact-ifiable? 
In this paper we present fu,ldamental methods 10 investigate this problem. 
An M-space is a space which has a quasi-perfect map onto a metric space. A 
quasi-pe#Lxt map is a closed map each fiber of which is countably compact. 
A space S is a countably-compact4fication of a space X if 
(a) S is countably compact and contains X as a dense subset, and 
(b) eve countpbly compact closed su set of X is closed also in S. 
If X h %‘IJ: a countably-compact-ification, X is s&1 to be countably-compact- 
#able. 
se thf*, following abbreviations: 
= countably-compact-ification, 
c-compact-ifiable = countably-compact-ifiable. 
’ This fact was also proved, independent of the author, by D. Burke (Notices AM-S. 22 # 6, Oct. 
1975,, A-656). 
In Section 1 we define the space X which is indispensable to the 
concepts of the maximal c-c-f and a nice c-c-f will be introduced i 
The former generalizes and clarifies the closed c-c-f [ 111. 
and 5 respectively that 
‘” 
-space, having a quasi-perfect map onto a metric s ace such that the 
ch fiber is compact, is c-compact-ifiable, and 
(2) every closed Lnage of a c-compact-ifiable M-space is c-compac 
t of a nice c-c-f plays an sssential role i 
provides, a local characterization of c-compact-ifiable 
pletely &lves the problem of countably-compact-ifa 
M-spacek Finally, in Section 8 we investigate the relations among various c-c-f% 
We n<ite the problem of c-c-f is purely that of the structure of Stone-&ch 
compact$ication. 
For a ‘survey of the theory of c-c-f the reader can refer to [17]; for d:t$ts 
see [IS* II]. 
1. Conventions and preliminarks 
Throughout the paper we assume that spaces ate completely regular Huusdorff 
and maps are continuous onto. “Countable” means countable and infinite. /3X 
denotes the Stone-tech compactification of a space X. We put X* = PX +, X. Let 
cp :X - Y be a map, then @ denotes its Stone extension @ : /3X + /3Y. N will refer 
i of positive integers. 
The family of all cc closed stabsets of X will be denoted by &. X denotes rhe 
subspace of /3X defined by 
The following fund:* rlrent:tl heorerz follows Erom the definition of c-c-i’ and the 
fact that a space X IS c-compact-ifiable if and only if there exists a c-c-f S with 
X CS C/3X [18, rroposition 3.41. 
A space X is c-compact-ifiable if and oni) if there exists a cc spme S 
in BX sucltz that 
Throughout e rest of the paper we mean by a c-c-f a cc space S as in Theorem 
1.1, except for the one-point c-c-f [Ml. 
If a space AI is c-corn act-i&z&, then X s t’s ; .Ize following 
discrete closed subset D of X contains I1 coumzble subset D.? fof 
each cc closed mbset Cof pi: such that DC and C are comppl~~t~~y separated in X.‘” 
a countable discrete closed subset of 
ong to clBx C for any 
closed neighborhood p in PX such that 
le subset of D and 
le 1.3 [I& Example 3.31. The Tychonoflpkzrrk 
T = 109 WI3 x [O, al] \ {(a, 00)) 
is not c-compact-ifiabfe. Put D = (01) x [O, to,,) and C = [O, wl) r( (ma}. Then 
eorem 1.2 applies. 
Exahtpie Ii.& 1 ‘he space .A = /3R \ (@V \ IV) of Kdftou is ,: I I c-compact-ijfable. 
Here N is the sc t of natural numbers in the real line R. To a ply Theorem 1.3. it 
suffices to put D = N and C = A \ R (See [S, roblem 6Pj and 113, Propositiorl I in 
Section 11.) 
2. Propertk of X 
In this section we will study the space X especialIy with its relation to E_cX. Here 
PX is the completion of X with respect o the finest uniformity of X and is cal1e.d 
the topological completion of .Y 1151. The Hewitt realcompactification will be 
denoted by uX. 
FVe first recall some defkitions and known facts. A subset A of a space X is 
refatioety pseudocompact in X if any real-valued continuous function c”rg X is 
bounded on A [9]. A space: is well separated2 if any countable discrete closed subset 
contains a C-embedded countable subset. A space is weakly normal’ if any 
countable discrete closed subset is C-embedded [18]. 
A of a space X the following are equivalent. 
compact in X. 
Fact 2.2 [18]. A space 2,’ is well separated if and only if &A is cc for any 
relatively pseudxompact riubset ip of X. 
. he f0llowin 
2 These terminolog’ v3are f3metlmes used for slightiy dii%e r 4t ,meanings. We adopted the definitions 
due to Morita [Is]. 
normal 
In addition, note th 
It follows from F 
compact, This is expresselj as follows. 
ition 2.5. A space X is isoco 
clBjJZ’i; but th 
coincides with ax 
hen poinfdm4nfdd2 fype in Y 
is contained in a compact sub rte or 
every point of p X L X is 
Py [5, 8.8(b)] we have 
a zero-set in PX with 2 CpX}. 
holds. To prove the remaining part of 
X = W’(T) [ 15, Theorem 3.21 and that 
-set in PX (cf. Lemma 3.3). 
lf X is we!1 separated, then /3X \ PX is dense in ,3X \ x. 
be a point of /3X -, X and k’ an arbitrary neighborhood of p in PX. 
a closee” subset F of X such that p E c~~~,F C V. Then F Is not cc’ because clBx F 
in X. By Pact 2.2, F is not relatively pseudocompact, hexe, by 
meets PX \ pX, and so does V. This proves Proposition 2.9. 
0. 1” S is a c-c-f of X, then S \ X is dense in /3X \. x. 
. Let S be a c c-f of X. Let p E /3X \ x and p E cIBx F where F is a closed 
t of X. It sufhces t> show that clsx F meets S N X (see the proof of Proposition 
Since F is not cc ;xtt &F is I;;G, we have 
T. Isiwata [ 111 introduced a closed c-c-f as a generaliz:ation of the one-point 
[18]. A c-c-f S of X is a closed c-c-f if S 1 X is closed in the remainder 
X” = PX \ X. The following theorem precisely determines the position of the 
closed c-c-f in PX. 
2.11, If S is a closed c-c-f of X, then S = x’ U (PX L %). 
Since S i X is closed in A *, Proposition 2.10 implies that /3X’., 
The reverse inclusion is clear in view of Theorem 1.1. 
) is cc, let us call this c-c-f the maximal c-c-f. Then 
sed c-c-f is the maximal one. 
e a wet1 separated space. admits the closed c-c+’ if 

), WC need only show tire 
t Z in X such that 
Iv*(z)ncl,,uB = 
,yYP(Z)=cl,,v~(Z). Hence, ly@)&cl,,~B 
gtoved by Ssiwata [9, 1.21; the second 
will prove the second 
X, then c~~xQ-‘(~) is 
, the I-st equality implies the 
(X ‘-+ 9 -’ (y )) and aF = clgx F. 
f q~ and @, respectively. Then 
” (y ), By Emma 3.2 we have 
34 A, Km / ‘src;uious countaBlyl8co~~~-i~c~io~ 
cl~&~qy j= @-‘(y)f-laFm 
On the other hand, siince X a (f3Xb. cfi” y), = x\ q?(y), 
clsx (fCL @-l(y)) = clsx (X, 4p-‘(y j) = 2 
and hence 
a,,@-‘(y)- Qi-‘(y)noP. 
Thus we get the second equality in Lemma 3.3. 
roof of r emwm 3.1. By Lemma 3.3, &&j‘-‘(t) = ~l~~&q?(t) for each t F T’. 
Since &g-‘(t) is compact, we have 
a&y@-‘(t) = &(a-‘(t) cx. 
ows that CD” (t) \ q -’ (t) is clopen in ,/3X \ X. Hence 
X,X = j.hX,K = U (P(t)‘ q-l(t)) 
ST 
is open in @X1X. Thus, by Theorem 2.12, X admits the closed c-c-f. 
o&ion of sounta 
We will examine the posntion of c-c-f’s. The main result in this section is Theorem 
4.8 by which we define a new kind of c-c-f called a nice c+f. 
nitien .I. For a space X, & denotes the fmnily of all C-embedded, discrete 
countable subsets of X. We consider the subspaces of PX defined by 
,E(X) = X rJ u (cl& 1 E E ii&}, 
[Xl, = X u Cd {&,A I A a countable subset of .JQa8 
The space [Xl0 has been discussed in [21]. 
trsof. Let E E 5&. Then c~,~E = uE = Jh i.e., c~Z,~E~Z C @Xe4Xa Hence Prop- 
osition 4.2 is proved. 
. 
Hence [Xl, is cc. 
(1) Every countable subset of [A’], has compact closure in [X]O,~ 
(2) _X c: E(X) C X], - .3X and [ 
countable subset of 
n is: 
(2) What We need to prove is the 18 .,t equality, which follsws from Theorem a4.4 
we are going to prove. 
a. Let F be a closed subsp *SC qf a metric space T. If the ardinul 1 F 1 is 
nonmeusuruble, then n (VT, 2-1 = 0. 
&F’= 
Since F is C-embedded in T and realcompact 1.5, 15.241, w-e have 
uF =:: F, i.e., cfBTF n (vF,T) = 0. 
Theorem 4.4. Let F be a subset of a space X. If the cardinal of F is nonmeusrzrable, 
then ctpxF n (vX\pX) = 0. 
PF&. Suppose p E claxF n (vX+X). Then there exist a metric space T and a 
map f from X onto 7’ such that &Q) 6, @TNT. Since pf(oX) C VT and Ff(cl,F) = 
&-f(F), we have 
This contradicts the above lemma, for the inequalities 
/&f(F)/ 6 22’f(FN, 1 f(F)1 G 1 F 1 
show that I clTf (F)l is nonmeasurable. This proves Theorem 4.4 and hence 
Proposition 4.3. 
Pmpodion 4.5. If S is a cc space with X CS CpX, then S n [Xjo is cc. 
Proof, Clear by Proposition 4.3 (1). 
Propo~dtion 4.6. I’F S is a cc space with XC S C Jil U (pX,vX), tll:en S n E(X) d 
is cc. 
TO prove Proposition 4.6 we will show the next lemma which is essentially proved 
in [S, 9.10]. 
.7, Let A be u countable discate subset of E(X), hmiutg a cluster point in 
13X4X. Then A contains a countable discrete set N, with @NY N C E (X)\uX. 
In case A C X, the proof is easy. S;o suppose A C E( 
$:luster point of A such that p Bz vX. Since A ls ;r C nountable, there 
some nonnegative function f E C(/SX) suc.h tha 
Choose a suitable sequence kl > k2 > l l l + 0 such that A n G, # 
homeomorph of @‘+I. Thus Lemma 4.7 is prokd. 
I Let A be a countable, discrete subset of E(X) I? S. It follows from 
assumption that A has a cluster point either in X or in S&Ji’, In the latter case 
there exists a countable subset N sf A with plv,nV C E by Lemma 4.J. 
Since S is cc, we have S n @iv \ N) # 8, so that (S f7 
Hence A always has a cluster point in 5 n E(X). Thus S f7 E (X) is proved cc. 
Now the main theorem. 
For a space X, the following are equivalent. 
(I) There a cc spice S with X CS CX U (/3X, @X). 
(2) There is a cc space S with X C S CX U (@Xdd~). 
(3) There is a cc space S with X C S C E(X). 
In addition, these conditions imply that X is well separati!d. 
@) * (2): Propositi 4.3 and 4.5. (2) + (3):: Proposition 4.6. ($1 ---a 
(1 j: Clear by Proposition 4.2. e last statement is easy to prove. 
When a c-c-f S of X satisfies one of the three conditions in Theorem 4.8, we call S 
a nice c-c-f. Notice that, by Proposition 2.8, every c-compact-ifiable M-space has a 
nice c-c-f. 
In view of Theerem 4.8 It is natural to ask when E(X) will be cc. The following is 
one of approaches to this question. It will \;ork well later in Section 7. See also 
Example 4.11. 
X is well separated, then E(X) is cc if and only if any countable, 
discr(ete subset A of E(X) \ X has a cluster point in X LI @X k pX). 
The “only if” part is obvious. We will prove the “if” part. Let A be a 
countable discrete subset of E(X) In case A C X, A has a cluster point ihr E(X) for 
X is well separated. In case A C E (X) N X, by the assumpti.on,, A has % cluster 
point p in X U @X Y gX). We may assume E PX , @X. Sinc:e p belongs to [Xl,, 
by Proposition 4.3(Z), we have p E pX--,uX. ence, by Lemma\ 4.7, A has a &ster 
point in E(X). Thus E(X) is proved cc. 
ALs for the question when E(X)\ X will be cc, we can answer definitely for 
M-spaces as follows. 
For an -space X, with a quasi-perfect map qp of X onto a metric 
(2) .X is locally cc -+ % 
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(1 ;I ince X is well separated, (1) implies ) is cc. To prove: 
is locally cc, it will be sufficient, bj Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.13, to show that 
is locally compact. Let ,p be a point in p%. Then, since FX is a paracornpact 
-space, f9 will be contained in a zero-set 2 in /3X, with 2 C PX (xc Proposition 
2.8). Note that the zero-set Z is disjoint from the cc space E(X), X; hence, 
completely separated (in @X) from it. Therefore there exists a closed neighborhood 
of Z in /3X disjoint from E(X) \ X. Since E(X) is cc, so is V 17 X = V n E(X). 
Observe that clsx (V n X) is a compact neighborhood of p and contained :In PX 
(see Fact 2.1). Thus p,X is locally compact. 
(2) * (3): clear. 
(3) + (4): Let § be a c-c-f of X* Then, by Lemma 2.13, S ‘. X is cc. IIence the 
proof that PX is locally compact goes parallel to that of (1) + (2) (replace E(X) 
bY s9- 
(4) e (5): This equivalence was proved by Morita [IS, Theorem. 3.51. 
(4) + (1): (41, which means PX is opers in @X, implies that BX L PX is compact. 
IIence, by Theorem 4.9, E(X) is cc. Therefore E(X) \ X = E(X) n (@X \ pX) 
(see 4.2) is cc. 
Example 6.11. Them exists Q c-compact-ifiable M =space X such that E(X) is not 
cc. This example should be compared with ihe space MO Zn Section 7. Let 2 be a 
non-open zero-set in N” = PAk N. Let A be a countable, discrete subset in fV* \ Z 
such that A*E&J.HereA* = &,A \ A,. and! 8 * 2 is the: boundary of Z i&r N*. 
Fut 
C=Z\A”, X=MUC(C/3N), S=+ZV,/3A. 
We will show that X is the required M-space. We need to prove the following. 
(1) C and S are both cc. 
(2) vX = N u Z = 2. 
(3) E(X)= &,A*. 
Notice the fact: 
(*) Any countable subset in /3N is C*-embedded in @V. (This is because a 
countable subset F’ in @V is the closed subset of the normal (Lindeltif), C*- 
embedded subset N U pl of PN.) Since C is closed in S, to prove (I), it suffices to 
show that S is cc. Let B be a countable subset in S. In case claNB misses A, A is 
clopen in A ‘3 B; hence, by (*), A and B are completely separated i 
Therefore, clsN .B C S. In case clBN B meets A, we can choose it, countable su 
of B such that dpNBo 6’1 Z = fl, i.e,, clBNBO C A tl S. Note 
h,ence cl,&3,, meets S. Thus S is proved cc. Now (2) fol 
Proposition 2.6. By (2) and P sition1 4.2 we have E 
that E(X) contains /3!V Vk Z. ence we obtak (3). 
Using the, notron of a nice c-c-f, we ,will establish Theorem 5.4. The special case 
when E(Xj is 03 will also be considered (see Theorem Sk). 
Let p be a closed map from X onto a we&y normal space Y. Then 
@(E(X)) = E(Y). 
roof. Let E E %&. Then there is E’ E %& such that 4p (E’) = E, and so 
@(cl,&?) = clsyq (E’) = c3,&. Pllence we have @(E(X)) 13 E(Y). Next, tet E E 
2&. As q~ is closed, q(E) is a discrete closed subset of Y. SinIce Y is weakly normal, 
p(E) is C-embedded in Y. Hence the equality @(clax E) = cl#*rp(E) implies 
@(E(X))cE(Y). 
From Re~orem 4.8 and Lemma 5.1 we obtain 
Theorem 5.2. Let Q be Q &wfxi map from X onto a weakly normal space Y. IfX 
bus a nice c - c-f’ so does % 
Pn order to apply Theorem 5.2 we need to examine when a closed image is weakly 
normal. The following lemma is due to S. Nitta [19]. For the reader’s convenience 
we reproduce his proof. 
emms .3. Let crp be a closed map from a countably paracompact space X ortto Y. 
Then Y is weakly normal. 
rook Let D = {y,}I=l be a discrete closed subset of Y. Then (50-l (y,)} is a 
discrete family of closed sets in X; hence, by the countable paracompactness of X, 
there exists a !ocally finite family {h/,} of open sets such that 9-l(yn) C U,. Since q~ 
is closed, there exists a family {,G,) of disjoint open sets in Y such that y,, E 63, and 
cp -I (CQ C U,. Let E-r, be an open set in Y ‘with y, E H, Ccl&, C G,. Since {U”} is 
locally finite and 4p is a closed map, !H,} will be t closure-preserving family of open 
sets in Y and {cl&} is disjoint. Hence {H,,} is a discrete family in Y 
proved C-embedded. 
and 1) is 
Mow from Theorem 5.2 and LemK;11 5.3 we obtain 
nice c-c-f. 
‘4ny closed image of a c=,:ompnr.-t-@able M-space admiits a 
* If a 2 a is a locally finite unisw af close 
s a ace, the is c -co 
orollary 5.5 was F;ove is an -space; but a locally 
nite union of closed -space (see Example 5.7). 
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If X is a locally finite union of cc closed sets, :hert has the 
Let (CA} be a locally finite cover of X such that each CA is al cc ciosed 
.et X0 be the topological sum @ CA= Then X wifl be a closed image of the 
M-sspace X0, By Theorem 4.10(5)(2), E( ence, by Lemma 5.1 and 
Lemma 5.3, E(X) is cc. 
‘y .‘
One might ask, in viiew of Theorem 5.6, if a countable union of cc closed sets is 
c-compact-ifiable. Unfortunately the answer is negative ven if the space: is normal. 
In fact the space Y0 in [1.3, Section 2] is such a space. 
Example 3.7. Morita [[14; 18, Example 5.41 constructed a noq-M-space X which 
is a locally finite union of cc closed sets* He showed the space X has a, (maximal) 
c-c-f but it does not admit the closed c-c-f, By Theorem 5.6 this space admits also 
the nice c-c-f E(X). 
In this section we pro vc the following theorem as an application of Corollary 5.5 
OK [fi]. 
Theorem 6.1. FOP an Mqace X, the following stl?tements are equivalent. 
(I) X is c -compact-@able. 
(2) .Each C e 6, is contained in a c-compact-@able neighborhood &. 
(3) Each fiber 9 -’ (t), t E T, is contained in CL c-compact-i’abk neighborhood U,, 
where rp : X --) T k; 6 quasi-perfect map onto a metric space ‘F, 
Proof. The implic;ltions (1) + (2) -_9 (3) are obvious. We ?will prove (3) + 
(I). Suppose (‘3; holds. Then, since 9 is closed, there eiists an open neighborhood . I 
V(t), for each d E 7’, such that cp -l(t) C cp -I (~1~ V(t)) C U,. Note T is paracompact; 
therefore thc:re is a locally finite refinement {VA},,, of (V(t)},,,. Put FA = 
up -’ (cl, VA). ?‘hen {fi } _A Aen is a lol:tally finit closed cover of X. By [l&4.1], (i.e., Fact I 
in Section 7) each FA is c-compact-ifiable. Hence it follows from Corollary 5.5 that 
X is c-compact-ifiable. This completes the proof. 
e deter 
ifiable (Theorem ‘7.4). As a by-product we stain a concrete character 
those ,M-spaces: .,x: ill: bxal~y cc, but u,y i:. ‘k raot (Corollary 7. 
4Q A; l&da f V&&us corcndly -cm@XM.#kati~ti _ . 
Throughout his section MO denotes the subspace N U int,iI of @N where 27 is a 
non-open zero-set in N* = PN, ill and iint, is the interior operator in N*. 4 
denotes the class 
{N U @ 1 C a cc, de~lse subset of int, Z} 
of subsets of’ MO. 
Em [ 133 we considered the space @RO \.. PN as a non-c-compxt-ifiable, locally 
compact M-space. Here R. is the subset of the real fine such that 
R,=NU{n+l/nz In,m =l,Z,...), 
First we wT 0h L 1 alr~~ MO is homeomorphic to @rSr, 1 @IV. Cr>nsequently it follows that 
MO is unique, i.e., independent of the choice of 2. FC)Y *i 1 iL~at purpose we establish the 
following useful theorem. Recall that a map cp : (X, A)+(Y, 3) is a relative 
homea~morphism f Q 1 (X, A) maps X 1 A homeomorphically onto Y, B. 
Theorem 7.1. Let rg : (X&-* (Y, B) be a relative homaomorphism. If Q is a 
quotient map, then 
is a relative homeomorphism. 
Prwf, First of all notice that, since +J is quotient, 
any continuous function f of X with a constant vahe 
on A induces a continuous function f of Y such that 
( ) * 
We prove first that clsx A = @-’ (d,&l). Note A = Q -l(B); hence we can apply 
Lemma 3 * .L. We need only see that if a subset F of X is complet+ separated from 
) is completely separated (in Y) from B. This easily rfollows from (* ), if 
one considers f such that f(F) = 1 and :(,A) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 we obtain the 
equality clgx A = @-‘(cl,, B). It remains to prove that. @ 1 @X A clsx A ) is a 
homeamorphism. We need only see it is lone-toone as the domain of (9, is compact. 
Let pn and p2 bc distinct points in BX dSxA and let fa : ,3X * .R be a real-w!r;& 
contmuous function such that fP 0,) = I, j” (‘J.@ = 2 and fs ~cl,&.) = 0. Then, by 
(* ),, f : A”+ R induces i’: Y +* R. Let p : BY -+ T-4 be the Stone expension 0.t f: 
Observe fP = f” * @. H ence fc” (@ (&)) = 1, p (@ @I~)) =2; conse&en tly, @(PI) and 
@(pz) are distinct. This completes the proof. 
a ‘A) evetv non-open zero-set 27 kn N*, N U int, .Z is homcomwphic 
R. A @V. Especially wc have ir-,t, Z = 
Let 25 be a no!n-open zerlo-set in 
expressed in the ft3rrn “\Z=@;&Nf 
its @omplement ydi]\ be 
(Ni 2= J+J). since 
AL &“a& J Various countably -coPnjtai:t -ijkations 
@pNi =$(Ni UN:) is C” -em sedded in @V, am3 fEt NT is C*-embedded in 
$ pNi, We have 
N U int, Z = /3N \. ~1, (N* \ 2) 
On the other hand 
P(N x UN), P(N x {w)) 
the point at infinity. Put 
X=NqN, 
it is clear that /9&, @N is homeomorphic to 
where wN 1s the c..Gc-point compactification of N with w 
4i 
A = ,>f x N* 7 HI := N x CON, B = I\i x(w). 
Let g : @I7 --IP wN be a map which keeps FJ point-wise fixed. Then, since g is perfect, 
lh xg:(X,A)+(Y,Bj 
is a quotient map as well as a relative homeomorphlsm. Thus, by Theorem 7.1 it 
follows that N U int, 2 is homeomorphic to /3Ro i (sN_ 
Now it f ~110~s from CDrolla:ry 7.2 that A& E A, for we proved in [13] R X1 N * 
is cc. 
Ler Jo = N 19 (0) (N = @E;, 1\&, t‘& s N) be the metric space which is not locally 
compact and has N as an open discrete subspace: i.e,, each, point of N is isolated 
and the neighborhood base at 0 is ((0) U $i>n Ni 1 n = 1.2., . I, .}. 
Theorem 73. Every space M in .4 is a locally cc M-spizce with a quasi-perfec,t mop 
onto JO. Consequently M is ,not QI: -compact-ifiable. 
Proof. The last statement follows from Theorem 4.10 and the fact that Jo ils not 
locally compact. Let M = N U C S .k. Et is easy to see that M is locally cc’. 
Therefore, to complete the proof, it suffices to construct a quasi-perfect map from 
M onto Jo_ Suppose N = @Es1 Ni (N, = N) and N * \ 2 = @Tzl NT, where Z is a 
zero-set used to define MO, Define 
in such a way that 9 keeps @ Ni pointwise fixed and carries C to 0. Observe that 9 
is continuous. Since each fiber is cc, to prove that q~ is quasi-perfect, it sufltices to 
show that it is a closed map. Let F be a closed set in M. In case F meets C, p(F) is 
clearly closed. So suppose F n C = 0. Then we will s!how that F C$i<n N2 for some 
yt. Indeed, otherwise, there would be a sub!:,et A of 
many i. We may assume A 17 Ni is finite Then A * 
N* and C is dense in n?, Z, we have 0 p. A 
and hence it is proved t irat C:$i<n 
is closed in &. Thus the proof of Theorem. 7.3 is camplets. 
Recall the following two facts 118, Propositions 4.1 and 4.21: 
42 .A. K-to I’ v~-u&s &mtsrbly l &pwr-ificaritrns 
Fact 1. If a space X is c-compact-ifiabie, so are its‘ closed skhepaces. 
Il. Let al/ : X --) Y be a perfect map. If Y is c-compact-ifiable, then so is X. 
Noun we establish the main theorem, using Lemma 3.2 and ThesPem 4.9. 
roof. The “if” part follows from Pacts I, II and Theorem 7.3. So we will prove 
the “‘only if” part. Let X be a locally cc M-space which is not c-compact-ifiable. 
Then E’(X) is not cc (otherwise, E(X) will! be a c-c-f of X), hence it follows from 
Theorem; 4.9 that there exists a ‘countable subset A = {pt}ys 1 of E(X) \, X such that 
clsxAkA CpX, X. Let q :X + T be a quasiperf&t map onto a metric space T 
and Q, : f3X -+ /3T its extension. Then we Ican assume that 
clsx A \ A C @-’ (to) -. q -’ (to) for some ’ C T *p)- 1. 
(See Proposition 2.8. If necessary, replace A by its suitable subset.) Let { lLri} be a 
countable neighbo&od base of @-‘(tcj in #lx. We may assume that 
to E(X)\ X, there is E, C= & SU& that Ei C Gi n X and 
E = $ Eiy F = c&E, K = elpxE. 
i .= 1 
Note E is a copy of N and K is a compactification of E. Hence there exists a map 
!k@V-+K, 
such that V 1 N : IV-, E is a homeomorphism. Put 
M = Y-‘(F), q!f== YlM:M+F. 
Then it is clear that @ is perfect. We wi ,l shov.8 that M belongs to A!. Put 
- co = F n 4) -‘(t,), Z = iK r: @-‘(to), 
c = $f-‘(G), z = !r’(Zo). 
bserve that F = E U Co, = N U C and that Cc is cc. Since @“(to) is E zero-set 
in pX, it is easy to see that Z is a zero-set iI? /V+? FVe prove next, by two steps, that 
C is dense in 7. 
P’rruof. It is clear th;lt clK 43;) CZO, so we prove:: the reverse inclusion. kt p (5 
K .\ clK CO. Then there is a eked neighborhood H of p in that is disjoint from 
CSK co. Since H fi E = H 17 F is a discrete closed subset of X, it is C-embedded il? 
I<, Eknce clK (H 3 E) \ (H 97 ,I!?) C/3X 1 pX, As @-’ (toj is contained ilt: ,pX, we 
bzve clK (H (7 E) T’r 43-‘(@ = lir Note p E cIK (H f3 E); therefore p$Z &. Thus we 
proved clK CO 3 &. 
CPaim 2. cl&v c = 2. 
Vro~f. By Claim 1 and the definitions of C and 2, WC lIeed r>nlp see that 
I:&~ $-’ (CO) = ?F’(& CO). We apply Lemma 3.2. Let H be a closed set of M 
&j&nt from $-‘(CO). Th:en, sJnr=e + is a cl~scd map, $2(H) is a. closed set of F 
&j&r:t from CO. Note #(H)t i:s discrete; knee it is C-embedded in X and 
completely separated from CO. Thus we have clK t,k(H)‘fT cIK CO = ‘6. Now Claim 2 
Mows from Lemma 3.2. 
Thus C is proved dense in 2. To show M E Ju if remains uo prove that: 
C C int, Z Observe first that 63 == N W Z by Props&ion 2.6. Since X is locally cc 
land + is perfect, M is also locally cc. Therefore, by Lemma 2.13, there exists an 
open set V of @IV such that M C V C fi. Hence we have C C V !7 IV* CZ; i.e., 
C Cint, 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.~1. 
Note that Theorem 7.4 is, in view of Theorem 4.10, just the chas;ecterization f 
locally cc N-spaces X such that ,~AX is not ?ocaUy compact. Now we will give the 
corresponding characterization for OX. First we need to examine the ditierence 
between p.X and vX. Recall 
Shirota’s theorem. For CE q?ace x, VJC = pX if and only if every discrete ched 
subset of pX has nonmeasurabk cardinal. 
Lemma 7.5. An M-space X contains a discrete closed subset of cardinal m if and 
only if so does pX. 
Proof. In case m is finite, Lemma, is obvious. So we assume y)z is infinite. Let Q be 
a quasi-perfect map from X onto a metric space r~ Then its extension FQ : pX + T 
is perfect f?S]. Therefore, to show Lemmma 7S, it suffices to notice that a 
quasi-pertecr map as well ;a§ a perfect map carries a discrete closed set to that of the 
same cardinal. 
Propcositicun 7.6. Fb.r an M-space X, vX =: pX if aurd only if &my discrete 
subset of X has nonmeasurable cardinal. 
Immediate from Lemma ‘?5 ;md 
Thle next proposition is due to !siwata 
Skirota’s theorem. 
[10, Theorem 1 S]. 
7.7. Fur a space xp ux is bca21y compact if ad only if ux = px and 
p X iS locally COmpaCtm 
Now we can deduce the f:>llowing result from Theorems 7.4 and 4.10 and . 
Propositions 7.6 and Y,7 
For a locally CC M-space X, thrz jkllowirbg statements are equivalent. 
(1) 0X is nut locally COmpaCt. ’ 
(2) X contains a closed subset that is either a perfect- image o,f a space in h! or a 
discrete set of measurable cardinai. 
introduced the concepts of the closed c-c-f, the maximal c-c-f, 
an d a nice e-c-f. As pointed out before, thz closed c-c-f is the maximal one 
(Th eorem 2.11) but the converse is false (Example 5.7). 
In this last section we will show that the concept of the maximal c-c-f and that of a 
nice c-c-f are distinct. Precisely, we will prove 
(1) t.Izere is a well separated space that h0.s a nice c-c-f but dots not admit the 
maximal one ; 
(2) there is a well separated space that has thle maximal c-c-f but does not admit 
any nice c-c-f; 
(3) there is a c-compact-@able, web! separalW space which admits neither the 
maximal c-c-f nor a nice one. 
Let X, and X2 be the space satisfying (1, and (2) respectively. Then the space 
X, @ X2 satisfies (3). Therefore we need on1y sholbv (1) ;md (2,‘). First wi will show (1). 
Note that it suffices to construct a c-compact-iEable M-spa.ce that does nort admit 
the maximal c-c-f. Tsiwata [12] constructed SUCFI an M-space. Here we will 
generalize his ml.:thod and provide a general methc>d toproduce such M-spaces. 
. Let X be an Wspcce. If p?C -, X 1:ontains ~1 closed subset T of PX 
which is not locally compact, then X does iaot admit the maxima! e-c-f. 
Put CUT = clpx 7’. Suppose that .Y admits r.he nlaximal c-c-f, i.e., X U 
) is cc. Since T is closed in @I, we have 
0 i 
0 ii 
l’::e of co:rntable tyL9e; erefore 
plies CC, T is LindelN, On the 
ly that aTA T is 
cc. Therefore aT\ T is compact. This contradicts the 
I >cally compact, and hence Lemma 8.1 is proved. 
Let X be (*1 c -conzpa.ct -ifiable -space which is notparacompact and 
T a metric since that is not b~:ally compact. Then tCre product space X x T i$ a 
c-compact-ifiub,le M-space that does not admit the maxima! c-c-,f. 
roof. Rec;:I% .lkIorita’s result that a space is a c-compact-ifiable M-space if and 
only if it is embeddable as a closed subset of the product of a cc space with a metric 
space [lg]. Therefore X k a closed subspace of C x T’ for some cc space C and a 
metric space T’. Then .Y X T is closed in (c X T’) X T = C X (T’ X T), and hence 
X x T is a c-compact-ifiable M-space. We prove next that X x T does not admit 
the maximal c-c-f. Since X is not pasacompact, there is a point p in PX... X. Note 
that [l5, Theorem 5.21 implies p (X x T) = ,uX X T. Put TO == {p} x T. Then TO is a 
closed subset of p(X x T) contained in p(X h a) \ X x T. As To is not locally 
compact, it follows from L,e:nma 8.1 that X x T dop,s not admit the maximal c-c-f. 
Example 8.3. lsiwata’s example is the product space W X Q where W is the space 
of countable ordinals and Q the space of rationals. In light of Theorem 8.2 this will be 
the simplest space as ik (1). 
We next construct’ a space X as in (2). Such a. space is of course not an M-spaG:e. 
Since every isocompact spa[:e has the maximal c-c-f, it sufices to construct a well 
separated, isocompact space which does not admit any nice c-c-f. ‘We assume the 
continuum hypothesis. Let MO = N Uint,Z be the space in Section 7. Let til 
denote the first uncountable ordinal. Chc;tz an increasing family {&),<,, of 
clopen sets in N* such that U,,,,O~ = int, .Z [4, Corollary 2.21. Note the 
boundary d * 2 of Z in N* is a homeomorph of Iv* [2Q, Proposition 7.21; therefore 
there exists a dense subset Q = {qll}(l<pl of (3 * 2. For each cw let {Z.@ )BclGj, be a 
family of zero-sets iv1 j”V* s:Jch that 2 3 ZP.a 3 & for 0 < y, fIBcwl Z+ = {qR}) 
‘and %a,O CI JL = 8. Ch oose a point pa,@ from Zu.s n ink, Z. Put P = {~‘cl.~}~.~<~~ and 
X = N U P. We will show this subspace X of MO is the required space,. It should be 
noted that pX = [3N and that P n & is at most countable for each Q. 
f. As the casrdinal of X is nonmeasurable it is clear that PX = v 
that N U (P U 8 J) is Lindelof; therefore it k<ontains vX. So 
a,Z e vX. Let 2’ b 
is homeomorphic to 
Clarim 2, A subset -4 of X is kite if and only if clc?N 
Since the “on if” part is trivial, we prove t.hie “if” part. Suppose 
claNA C UX and A is in ite. *We can assume at A is couhbfe anb either A &: N 
or A C P. In case A C P, clBfirA Will be contained in some 0, ; therefore, by Claim 
1, clflNA C i2, n uX = fita n l? In case A C NY A * = clmAL.A is clopen in Prl* and 
A * C uX,N C int,Z; therefore A * C lfzor fl L~XI = &L f7 P for some a! < ml. Th.~s 
either case contradicts the fact that any infinite cIosed subset of @N is of cirrdinaa 2”, 
and this contradiction ‘proves Claim 2. 
Now it is immediate fTom Claim 2 that X iI well separated and isocompact (see 
Facts 2,i and 2.2). Finally we will show that X does not admit any nice c-c-f. 
Suppose N = @Tml I\& (Ni s N) #and PJJ” 1 Z = @T-f W& Let S be any cc space 
such that X c S C /3N. lt suffices lto show that S meets PX %. XT Note PX L X = &+ rkZ 
by Claim 1. Since S is cc and contains N, it meets NT for e(ach i. Let si E S f7 NT. 
Then S contains some ciusm points of {si}~+ and hence it meets a, 2. 
Thus, X is proved to be a space as in (2). 
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